
L/F identify examples of how to treat people       
with dignity
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Involving the person in their 

care – explaining what you are 

going to do.

Just starting a task without giving the 

SU any warning

Helping the person go to the 

toilet

Use a bed pan / incontinence pad

Checking what the person 

would like to be called using “love” darling”  pet etc

Giving  the person all the time 

they need

rush the person

Make person feel valued make the person feel they are a nuisance

assistance - closing the toilet 

door, wipe their chin 

following eating

Not helping, allowing them to struggle.



Watch the video Dignity in Care and write down 
how dignity was seen
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqpOzzK3kq8
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 For the words dignity, you should:

 a) write a definition,

 b) identify characteristics, 

 c) provide examples and 

 d) brainstorm bad examples. 
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 You are a 42 year old business man and have 
had a stroke which has left you paralysed on 
one side of your face. When you eat or drink 
you dribble. At present you are unable to feed 
yourself and rely on a nurse to help you

 You are a 36 year old mother of 2 young 
children. One day you trip and fall down the 
stairs. You have broken both your arms. A care 
assistant comes to your home each day to 
support you with your daily living.



 You are a woman of 85 who is getting frail and 
can no longer care for yourself. You were a 
secretary, a wife and a mother of  3 children. 
Since you retired you have travelled the world. 
Now you cannot feed yourself, wash or go to 
the toilet without help

 You are a 17 year old boy who is very sporty 
and active. You like to party and have lots of 
mates and a girlfriend. One day you get injured 
playing rugby and are now in a wheelchair and 
unable to move from the waist down



 Ask if a person needs help before helping them

 Ask person to select …..

 Listen to what person is saying

 Give privacy

 Prevent embarrassment


